Travels to the Atlantic Islands and back, Part 1
Travel letter 3-2010

T

he previous travel letter ended just before we set sail for the Azores. In this letter you will get
an impression about our adventures at sea including an unexpected D-tour to reach the Azores
Archipelago.
Cadiz anchorage
Due to this D-tour, our intended summer plan required
a slight adjustment. Nevertheless, plan B was almost as
good as the original one. At this moment we are
enjoying ourselves in the Algarve, mainland Portugal.
However in a few days’ time we will swop this winter
paradise for Cadiz, before we sail to Rabat in Morocco
to explore new horizons in Northern Africa.

Gone with the wind or was the wind gone…
The morning we left Cadiz was wonderful. The sun high in the sky, the sea as smooth as a mirror while
the current ran with us, but… Yes, even so there was a but, there wasn’t any wind at all! Without wind
sailing through a busy, narrow buoyed channel is excellent, but as soon as you are out at an empty sea,
it’s satisfying to have at least some wind. Well, we assumed the wind-gods were having their day off.
So we called in Mr. Perkins, who worked very hard in keeping us on track.
Luckily, late afternoon, the wind picked up gradually but coming from the east (from behind) it was
still too less to give Mr. Perkins a rest. However, after 90 Nm the breeze became finally strong enough
to get the mainsail and genoa working where after Mr. P. was sent to bed. Still 800 nautical miles to
sail!
Hence the first day was noisy but uncomplicated so finding our sea legs and consume the prepared
meals was easy.
Sailing in full foul weather gear

on bumpy seas

Shitty sheet
The second day was a different piece of cake! Very early in the morning, the wind backed to northnorthwest and increased from 15kn to 25-30kn. At 8 o’clock a.m. we were beating against strong winds
coming in at a 40º angle. Already reefed down and close-hauled, Zeezwaluw was constantly climbing the
growing, confused high waves, not very comfy for her crew though.
Due to this wind shift, the headway rapidly decreased from 5 to 3 Nm/hr. While Zeezwaluw was
bumping and rolling all the time, it became a life threatening activity to make a cup of tea or coffee.
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Blisters, due to spoiled scalding hot water as well as getting bruised from banging into corners were
not our way of entertainment. Anyway, life became more and more rough but still doable.
Suddenly the high aspect sheet snapped in a nasty gust. One of us crawled on all fours to the foredeck
in order to replace the sheet. Examining the jib sheet lead block it appeared to be jammed. Another
crawling exercise followed, a small amount of WD40 inspired this block to resume duty again. But not
for long, within 10 minutes the new sheet started to chaff as well.
Time for an all hands on deck armed with a bundle of tools to transfer starboard sheet lead block to
portside, turn the sheet to attach the undamaged part to the sheet clew and guide the starboard
sheet through the genua sheet lead block (Zeezwaluw is equipped with separate jib and genoa rail &
sheet lead blocks) Under sail again it seemed an excellent opportunity for a time-out.
To make a proper and healthy ruling, the whole crew studied once more the most recent 7-day weather
forecast of 2-days ago. Our distance sailed in the past 48 hours was only 150Nm, not the expected
220. This 70Nm difference made that we were near the ridge of the strong NW winds instead of
skirting the outside.
Lucky Riens
The wind would increase even more as well
as backing furthermore to the west within
the next 24 hours. Of course exactly from
the direction we were heading! The only
sensible move to get out of the approaching
horrible weather was to run with the wind
and head for Porto Santo, the most northeastern island of the Madeira Archipelago.
That’s what the captain and crew (that’s us) agreed upon, because we are very wise and sensible when
convenient.

The continuing Murphy story

The movement of the boat became gentle and smooth
again, as soon as we altered course from 275º to 230º.
Under reefed down main and high-aspect headsail she was
riding the following waves with ease. After so much
excitement it was time for the crew to get some rest.
Riens was the lucky one (got the long straw) to go to the
bunk first. But he was not too fortunate in hindsight.
After 30 minutes and almost asleep, Ineke called for all
hands. A harp-shackle of the starboard check stay, (we
have combined running back- and check stays see picture)
broke down probably when the sheet snapped. Together we
replaced the broken one where after Riens took his second
change to get some sleep and went to bed again.
But, within 10 minutes Ineke called again. We had been so
occupied with the sheet and block repairs that we failed to
notice a damaged backstay.
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Some (of the 19) wires of the starboard backstay near the swaged Tterminal had snapped; this problem was a more critical one. Time for the
crew to act rapidly!
We decided to
lower
the
reefed
mainsail
completely to
get as less
tension
as
the broken backstay
possible on the
backstay. As a
backup, the mainsail
halyard
was
locked
to
a
starboard chain plate and put under tension.
So far so good!

Port
Backstay
and
mainsail
halyard
to
starboard
Halyard
to
starboard
plate

In addition, we tied the damaged starboard
backstay safely to the mast and placed the portside-running backstay/check stay-combination to
starboard. From that moment on, we could use the high aspect jib over port bow without a problem. At
the moment the situation was save and under control again, it was time to scratch our heads.
According the weather forecast for the area south of us, the NE-winds of 20+ kn would decrease to
10kn the next day what would be a tremendous advantage for us in these circumstances.
In our opinion we had 3-options;
1. turn and sail back to mainland Portugal, distance 250Nm to the NE, headwind all the way;
2. change course to the Moroccan coast, distance 200Nm wind abeam, but we did not study this
coast so didn’t know which harbour could be entered safely in every situation;
3. continue the sail to Porto Santo, 250Nm to the SW which is downwind sailing.
To cut a long story short, we decided to go for the last option.

Overview of the area of calamity and distances to sail
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Monty at work Ineke at watch

Rough sea with a blue sky

The galloping sea swallow

The next 2 days were not as exciting as the earlier ones. As forecasted the wind dropped to 10kn and
became later on 2kn still from the northeast. The dark clouds made way for a blue sky and a warm sun.
Eventually we had to use the engine for almost 24 hours. During that time we both had a good rest and
were completely re-energized and all the previous excitement was almost forgotten.
But there was still some venom in the tail (a Dutch saying) because the last day and night at sea we had
30-36kn true wind from the NE, the high aspect headsail was furled back to a kitchen towel, still our
speed was between 6 and 9kn!
During the pitch-black night all the time we heard the noise of the breaking waves. But in the early
morning light we saw for the first time the hugh waves and white horses all around us. Frequently
Zeezwaluw surged of the crust of a wave with tremendous speed, but Monty (the Monitor wind vane)
was in charge and kept us without effort on the right course.

Porto Santo at last
After 575 NM in 5,5 adventurous days we entered Porto Santo harbour. Sunday July 4, 12 o’clock
sharp we picked up a mooring buoy in front of the marina.
After another hour of
Porto Santo within reach
hard work (launching the
dinghy, get some air in it
and drive to the marina
dinghy
pontoon)
to
check-in with customs
and marina before we
could enjoy our wellearned drink in the
cockpit to celebrate our
save arrival.
We were the only boat in
a field of mooring buoys
while only 4 foreign boats
were tied up in the
marina. Driving into the
harbour, the Coastguard
took
pictures
of
Zeezwaluw.
We thought they probably admired our beautiful boat?! But later on we discovered they take pictures
of all incoming boats.
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The pictures and the date of arrival become part of a special computer program to verify if/when the
boat overstays the allowed 6 month in Portugal. We were told the government will charge you with a
special and unusual tax after 6-months! Probably they never heard about one and the same regulations
within the European Union???? So far we haven’t
come across sailors who have been charged yet.
Zeezwaluw at her mooring in Porto

Ordeal in getting spare parts

Santo harbour

Early next morning we took down the damaged
starboard back- and check stay. At 11 o’clock we
were in the marina/yard office asking for
assistance in order to get new one’s as soon as
possible. Nelson, the manager (dear son of the
original founder of the marina) seemed helpful and
promised he would return to us with the requested
information about prices, availability and delivery
that afternoon.
Once ashore we walked to the little town to get
fresh bread and veggies. The 20 minute’ walk we could use as an exercise after almost 6 days at sea.
Porto Santo is a sovereign part of Portugal so we had to get a new pre-paid SIM-card. In town we came
across a Vodafone shop where they also sold pre-paid SIM-cards for Internet access using a USBdongle. So we bought the dongle and “internet hours” (on special offer by chance) although the marina
had free Wi-Fi access for all yachts. However that signal didn’t reach the mooring buoys or the marina
pontoons, which is very odd. It is only possible just outside of the marina office to have adequate
reception of the free Wi-Fi signal. But reading the screen there was hardly possible due to sun
reflexion.
So we were happy with our new dongle and went online as soon as we were back at Zeezwaluw. It was
time to search the web for chandlers who sell rigging & terminals as well as and could deliver in a few
days’ time. By change we found the website of a chandler we used to go too when we still lived in The
Netherlands, a long time ago!
Nelson had no news for us that afternoon, or the next 4 days! So we skipped him and ordered all the
spare parts (2 new sets of backstay’s and check stays and 2 new sheet lead blocks for the jib rail) via
the website of the Dutch chandler, delivery in 1 week as the website promised. That was good enough
for us.

Sightseeing by bus
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Sightseeing and art stuff
In the mean time we were able to get a look around the small island, by bus (see Zeezwaluw Post) and
on foot. The main attraction is the house in which Columbus lived for a while. It’s a small but nice
museum nowadays. It displays the history of the island, the Columbus timeframe events and findings of
a Dutch V.O.C.-shipwreck “Ten Hooge” of that period. Even some old navigation instruments like a
Jacobs ladder are to be seen.

House where Columbus lived for a while

The canon of the V.O.C.- wreck

The herbs of the V.O.C.- wreck

Wall of fame

Making the template

The result

Another attraction is the wall around the marina which is decorated with paintings made by visiting
crews from all over the world. Many are really artistic and funny while others were faded by wind and
rain and hardly recognizable.
We made an effort to enhance the wall of fame by adding another Dutch painting. Occupied for the
next 2 days for making our design on A-4 paper sheets where after it took an additional day to put our
efforts to the wall. From that day on we could spot our beautiful painting (comparable with a
Rembrandt) from the cockpit.
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Inspired by the wall of fame, the (dull cream) Monitor wind vane got a new look too. From top to
bottom; The Dutch flag, followed by the Zeezwaluw bird and the name of the boat. This all done we
were ready to swop this place for the next one. But the rigging, how about that?
Painting the windvane

The end result

Arrived and on the move again
Well, to cut a long story short again, the company who supplies the T-terminals and eye-bolds to the
chandler we used (and most of the other chandlers in Holland and Germany) got busted 2 days after
we ordered them! The chandler only informed us about that fact after we phoned to inquire why we
hadn’t received the spare parts yet. In the end it took 4 weeks to receive the complete rigging but
without the cars for the rails. Those should need another 3 weeks delivery time! We did not agree on
that of course and got our money back!
To replace the old rigging for the new one, took another two days. We had to adjust the size of the Tterminals (they only come “one size wire one size T-terminal”) for the slots in our mast are smaller.
View of the marina and anchorage of Porto Santo

As soon as the job was done, a nice weather window with North-winds came along, an opportunity we
were glad to make use of to sail to Santa Maria, the most south-eastern Island of the Azores
Archipelago.
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August 8th we untangled Zeezwaluw from the mooring buoy (a very expensive one in high season; see
“anchor and marina info”). After one month and 4 days Porto Santo disappeared in our wake. We were
fully prepared and ready for the next passage of approximate 500Nm to Santa Maria Island.
Continue to: "in 2010 to the Atlantic Islands and back, part II".

___/)___
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